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Case No. 2016-00312 
Electronic Application of Duke Energy Kentucky, Inc. for Deviation from 
Affiliate Pricing Requirements and to Amend Existing Service Agreements 
to Include Piedmont Natural Gas as a Party 

Pursuant to a Commission Staff Notice issued on March 3, 2017, a telephonic 
informal conference was held on March 10, 2017, at the Commission's offices in 
Frankfort, Kentucky. The purpose of the informal conference was to discuss certain 
outstanding issues related to the application of Duke Energy Kentucky, Inc. ("Duke 
Kentucky"). A list of the attendees is attached hereto. 

Prior to the informal conference, Commission Staff provided Duke Kentucky with 
the questions that would be asked at the informal conference. A copy of the questions 
is attached to this memorandum. In responding to the questions regarding the apparent 
asymmetrical nature of the transfers between Duke Kentucky and Duke Energy Ohio, 
Inc. ("Duke Ohio") under the current agreement, Duke Kentucky states that the joint 
"store room" used by Duke Kentucky and Duke Ohio is owned and operated by Duke 
Ohio and the inventory is recorded on Duke Ohio's books. Duke Kentucky submits 
purchase orders or requests for inventory that is needed by Duke Kentucky. The 
transfers from Duke Kentucky to Duke Ohio reflect returns or reissuance of inventory 
back to Duke Ohio, e.g., Duke Kentucky purchases 10 odorants but ultimately only uses 
or needs 8 odorants and returns two odorants to Duke Ohio. 

Duke Kentucky stated transfers under the current agreement are not impacted by 
the relative sizes of Duke Kentucky and Duke Ohio. Rather, the arrangement is 
implemented and designed to have Duke Ohio operate and manage the joint store 
inventory and the rate of 9 percent is applied to transfers to both Duke Kentucky and 
Duke Ohio, which rate is based upon the relative cost of managing the joint store. 

With respect to the provision in the agreement that no warranty is provided for 
any transferred item, Duke Kentucky stated that this provision reflects the nature of the 
warranties associated with the inventory in the store room. Duke Kentucky noted that 
the warranty is with Duke Energy Corp. and extends to all Duke Energy Corp. affiliates, 
including Duke Kentucky. The disclaimer is to point out that there are no additional 
warranties being provided by the affiliate itself. 
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Duke Kentucky states that 97 percent of the transfers from Duke Ohio to Duke 
Kentucky is directly related to the store room. This reflects the fact that Duke Ohio is 
managing and operating the inventories and is recording them on its books. Duke 
Kentucky noted that as of the date of the informal conference, there has been no effort 
to change the current arrangement to include Piedmont Gas. Duke Kentucky stated 
that the cost of each transfer will depend on the ultimate model selected and 
implemented, but that Duke Energy Corp. will choose the model that creates the most 
savings to leverage fully the economies of scale of Duke Energy Corp. Under the 
current arrangement, Duke Kentucky states that customers are not paying the carrying 
costs of the inventory. 

Duke Kentucky indicated that the current affiliate agreements do not contain any 
conditions imposed by a regulatory agency. However, to the extent that the 
Commission desires certain conditions to be imposed, Duke Kentucky stated that it 
would accommodate any conditions required. 

Duke Kentucky stated that its application simply requests to have any transaction 
be on par for all Duke affiliates so that no customer of an affiliate would be worse off 
under the arrangement. Duke Kentucky also stated that it would commit to a reporting 
or updating the Commission on best practices implemented by Duke Kentucky. 

There being no further discussions, the informal conference was adjourned. 
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Case No. 2016-00312 Telephone IC questions 

With regard to Duke Kentuckis existing agreement with Duke Ohio Gas: 

1. In Case No. 2008-00122, Duke KY said in its application (paragraph 12, page 6) that the transfers 
under the agreement "are expected to be relatively symmetrical, so that no one utility affiliate is 
expected to benefit disproportionately from this arrangement." The application also referenced 
the benefit of the agreement allowing Duke KY to acquire an inventory item from an affiliate at 
the affiliate's cost and in a more expeditious manner than it could from third party suppliers. 

2. The response to Item 7, DR 1 in 2008-00122, laid out Duke KY's purchasing practices, indicating 
that transfers from an affiliate would occur only when the affiliate could provide an item in the 
least cost most efficient manner, and that generally purchases would be made by Duke KY from 
the manufacturer pursuant to blanket purchase contracts. 

In Case No. 2016-00312, the response to Staff DR 1 indicates that Duke Ohio's transfers of non-capital 
equipment to Duke KY were as follows: 

Transfers of Non-capital Duke Ohio to Duke KY Duke KY to Duke Ohio 
Equipment 

2012 $489,000 $33,700 
2013 $574,000 $160,000 
2014 $493,000 $30,700 
2015 $1,000,000 $110,800 
2016 $1,900,000 $81,800 

The transfer of capital items as shown in the response was similarly asymmetrical. 

Provide a discussion of the magnitude of the difference in the transfers between Duke KY and Duke 
Ohio. The discussion should include: 
1. how the relative size of the two companies impacts the disparity in the transfers; 
2. whether 8% is still built in for stores, as Duke KY stated in 2008, and the impact on Duke KY of 
paying the 8% on the relatively larger transfer amount; 
3. the impact of the Agreement provision, which is set out in all caps, that the transferring affil iate 
provides no warranty of the transferred item, and whether this puts Duke KYat a relative disadvantage 
given that the transfers do not appear to be symmetrical, as the Commission believed they would be in 
2008; 
4. the percentage that the transfers from Duke Ohio to Duke KY represent of Duke KY's total 
purchases, and the same for transfers from Duke KY to Duke Ohio; 
5. whether the purchasing practices described in the 2008 response have changed to favor affiliate 
transfers; current application does not contain the 2008 explanations re "special circumstances". 
6. whether the Commission could expect the cost of transfers from Piedmont to Duke KY to be 
higher based on higher transportation cost. 
7. explain the/any conditions imposed in N.C., S.C., and Indiana. Any in Ohio? 
8. with respect to "the lower of cost or market rule" one could expect the question to be asked: 
why should Duke KY not be assured of paying cost if it's lower than market? If Duke Ohio's or 
Piedmont's cost is consistently higher than market, shouldn't the KY Commission be able to expect 
Duke KY to go to the market and pay market, and not pay its affiliates' costs which are higher than 
market? 
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